On top of all these other reasons there may be a further explanation: Americans are isolated by their ignorance of other languages, and even American scholars find language a challenge when they try to get the comprehensive appreciation they would need to make useful procedural comparisons. Of course, there have been English sources that could provide something like this insight. One need only think of Prof. Damaska's wonderful 1986 book The Faces of Justice and State Authority, linking procedural arrangements to the political ordering of the state, [FN3] to recognize that even English speakers have had a rich set of sources (including articles in this journal) to draw upon.
That array of sources has recently been very substantially augmented by the fortuitous and relatively simultaneous publication of six works that together afford even the English-bound American proceduralist such a substantial opportunity to gain the sort of comprehensive familiarity with another country's system that may provide reassurance about borrowing features of another country's procedural arrangements without appreciating how they connect to others not borrowed.
This essay is intended to introduce these new books, not to exhaust their capacity to inform. [FN4] To the contrary, the point is that *711 such thorough studies afford myriad subjects for comparison. Accordingly, this essay will first sketch the picture that emerges of the procedural arrangements presently in place in England, Germany, and Japan, the three countries profiled in four of these works. It then highlights some recurrent themes that occur to the author as peculiarly informative from an American perspective--the role of the judge, the handling of pro se litigants, and ADR. This sketch shows that, despite its exceptional features, American procedure reflects trends in the other three countries. Finally, it will examine the other two books--the UNIDROIT/ALI project on transnational procedure and the Huang book on the need for discovery in civil law systems--as a further framework for reflecting on whether American exceptionalism is an unavoidable feature of American political culture.
I approach this project as an American proceduralist and a neophyte to comparativism, fully aware that 'the comparative enterprise can be treacherous. ' [FN5] At the same time, however, I am heartened by the conclusions drawn by a renowned comparativist at the end of a recent conference about procedure:
We learned, first of all, how little we know of other countries' procedural systems. Even those of us who specialize in comparative law came to realize how different were the systems and procedures of litigation in other countries, and therefore how little we knew of what really goes on in the process of translating doctrine into outcome. We learned that the differences were not only between civil law and common law countries, but between France and Italy, England and America, Germany and Switzerland, and even among the cantons of tiny Switzerland. [FN6] Perhaps, in this instance, even though a little knowledge can be a dangerous thing, these recent volumes provide a sufficiently broad panorama to permit other readers to make profitable use of them.
I. Snapshots of Other Systems
It is a given in comparative inquiry that one must be cautious about considering any feature of a legal system or doctrine in isolation from others that surround it and relate to it. But any legal system is likely to be a complicated and complex thing; getting an adequate picture of its entirety is therefore a challenge.
spective of an American proceduralist, I begin with a set of snapshots of these three alternative systems that caught my attention. Others may mine these books for further details on these specific issues, and make use of the wealth of detail on other topics.
As a starting point, it is useful to have in mind the effigies of the common law and civil law procedural systems. In the common law tradition, the adversary system allows and expects parties and lawyers to take the lead in presenting and organizing the case. The judge acts as a neutral umpire during a single continuous trial that serves as the central event in the litigation and is separate from that which precedes it (pretrial) and follows it (appeal). Appeal is limited to questions of trial court legal error, and rules of preclusion are strong. In the civil law system, the inquisitorial approach means that the judge largely controls the development of factual information, perhaps compiled in a dossier, upon which the decision will be based. The decision-making process proceeds through a series of oral hearings, not a 'trial,' during which the orientation of the case may change considerably. Broad appellate review of the decisions of the first-level judge is available, and new arguments and possibly new evidence may be raised on appeal. Finality and preclusion are weak. Of course, these effigies have always been overdrawn. For example, one can find an inquisitorial ingredient in traditional American procedure. [FN7] But at least these generalizations provide a starting point.
A. England
For Americans, England surely provides a congenial starting point as the 18th century source of much of the original American procedural architecture. It is striking, then, that English procedure turns out to be very different from American procedure on many key points. The Zuckerman and Andrews books examine the new contemporary procedure from start to finish. [FN8] American proceduralists know that jury trial for civil cases is almost unknown in England, but it is striking given U.S. enthusiasm for the jury that use of the jury long ago withered away due to lack of interest: Until 1854, trial by jury was the only form of trial used in any court of common law. During the second half of the century it became possible to opt by consent for a trial by judge alone. By 1883, trial by jury was obtainable as a matter of course only in six causes of action, while in all other cases it had to be specially asked for. In 1918, another cause of action was added to the list of causes for which there remained *713 a right to trial by jury, while in all other cases it was made discretionary, and this legislation was substantially re-enacted in 1933. Jury trial declined because it was not being asked for. The current position is that there is a right to have a trial by jury only for libel, slander, malicious prosecution, false imprisonment and allegations of fraud, subject to the proviso that the court can refuse jury trial if it is of the opinion that 'the trial requires prolonged examination of documents or accounts or any scientific or local investigation which cannot conveniently be made with a jury.' [FN9] In the U.S., the trend over the same period was in a substantially different direction. The Seventh Amendment to the U.S. Constitution directed that the right to jury trial be 'preserved' in 'suits at common law.' [FN10] The baseline has been the 'historical' test of what was a 'suit at common law' in 18th century England. [FN11] If anything, procedural changes such as the adoption of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in 1938 expanded the opportunity to demand a jury trial.
[FN12] For the American proceduralist, the withering of the jury in England is a striking reminder of our exceptionalism. Equally striking, as addressed below, is the related shift in the manner of trying cases toward 'trial by affidavit' in the U.K.
for publication of the Andrews and Zuckerman books is the advent of pervasive changes to English procedure due to Lord Woolf's reforms.
[FN13] These reforms were embodied in the new Civil Procedure Rules (CPR) adopted in 1998. In Zuckerman's words, the CPR 'transformed English civil procedure' by making 'radical departures' leading to a 'new procedural *714 code' (Zuckerman, p. 1). Andrews is even more emphatic, referring to 'Lord Woolf's bulldozers' (Andrews, p. ix). To some extent, these bulldozers consciously followed an American trail; the English embrace of case management owed much to the American experience over the last generation with that technique of handling cases in a common law system. [FN14] But the emerging reality moves beyond the American experience in many ways. A further stimulus to change has been the English incorporation into domestic law of articles 2-12 of the European Convention on Human Rights and the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights under those articles, including emphasis on access to justice at reasonable cost and with reasonable promptness (See Zuckerman, ch 
. 2). [FN15]
The overarching principle behind the new arrangement is CPR 1.1, embracing proportionality.
[FN16] In the U.S. a similar principle has been enshrined for over two decades in the discovery rules.
[FN17] The principle now permeates all aspects of procedure in England. Zuckerman explains that before the adoption of the CPR, too little attention was given the consumption of time and money in the pursuit of the 'perfect' outcome (Zuckerman, p. 5). But Andrews worries that the CPR make a 'forensic gamble' on whether reasonable accuracy can be preserved with the new emphasis on proportionality (Andrews, p. 136).
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The new regime kicks in before the formal commencement of litigation; even before filing suit the claimant is to serve a claim on the defendant. This stage is 'no less important than the formal stages' (Andrews, p. 7). The ideal, of course, is that the parties will reach a settlement before suit is even filed. At least, these preaction protocols may serve to supply information so that particulars regarding the claim are not necessary before the defendant is required to answer (Zuckerman, p. 212). Such a pre-litigation exchange of views has enjoyed occasional popularity in the U.S.; the first President Bush issued an Executive Order directing federal litigators to employ such a strategy.
[FN18] It is not clear whether the introduction of this requirement has worked a significant change in England.
From the commencement of formal litigation, the template for each case depends on which litigation 'track' it is assigned to follow using such criteria as amount of damages sought. Unlike the U.S. federal system--in which the timing and other patterns for cases are set individually--the notion is that tailoring a timetable for each case would consume too much time itself (Zuckerman, p. 422) . With this predetermined timetable in mind, the court is likely to be less receptive than previously to amendments as the process develops (Andrews, p. 258). Discovery also is likely to be constrained in a way that would look undue to an American litigant (but of course much less so than the fact-gathering permitted in civil law jurisdictions such as Germany and Japan). Besides emphasizing proportionality in determining what discovery is appropriate, the CPR looks to whether the information is 'directly relevant' and leaves the main authority for the amount of disclosure beyond the standard disclosures in the hands of the court (Zuckerman, pp. 464, 467) . Nonparties can be required only to produce specific documents, and cannot be required to search for documents fitting a general description (Zuckerman, p. 493). Perhaps most remarkably from an American perspective, the use of expert witnesses is under the complete control of the court, which allows the use of such witnesses only when they will be of real assistance and may even require adverse parties' experts to confer about the issues outside the presence of counsel and the parties (Zuckerman, pp. 616-22).
These pretrial constraints are not so striking, however, as the overt shift in the mode of adjudication itself. 'The adjudicative process begins as soon as the court assumes control over the litigation' *716
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Page 4 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 (Zuckerman, p. 42) . In complex cases, 'the trial too has changed almost beyond recognition' because evidence and arguments are presented throughout (Zuckerman, p. 43). As a consequence, the 'oral continuous narrative flow of a civil trial is now in tatters' (Andrews, p. 124). Witness statements commonly take the place of direct testimony, and courts may dispense with testimony in chief because they get 'virtually all' of the evidence before trial (Zuckerman, pp. 601, 643) . With the demise of civil juries, most exclusionary evidence rules have stopped applying, and hearsay evidence is accepted (Zuckerman, pp. 605, 612) . Overall, this may seem more like the civil law approach to 'trial.' These English developments stray far from the model of trial that continues to prevail in the U.S., but they respond to themes that can be found in this country also. American judges have for some time directed parties in some cases to submit the direct testimony in written form before trial.
[FN19] Similarly, the advent of videotaped depositions has offered the possibility of preparing an edited videotape of what would be offered as testimony at trial, and the court could watch the videotape at its convenience.
[FN20] Perhaps the videotape idea could apply even to jury trials, enabling the jurors also to view the evidence at their leisure.
[FN21] The common law trial might evolve toward the civil law model on both sides of the Atlantic. Much might be lost by such a shift. As Zuckerman notes, 'the English process of adjudication was much more comprehensible to onlookers than its continental counterparts due to its orality and to its continuous nature' (Zuckerman, p. 86). Some time ago, I saw similar risks in a possible *717 shift toward increased reliance in the U.S. on trial by surrogate means.
[FN22] The English experience may inform American consideration of innovations along this line.
The CPR reforms have also elevated the importance of trial court outcomes by working a 'far-reaching transformation' of appeals (Zuckerman, p. 719). Unlike a more aggressive attitude displayed by appellate judges previously, the new approach is 'confined to a scrutiny of the lower court's decision' and 'kept to the bare minimum compatible with the need to avoid injustice ' (Zuckerman, p. 721). Almost all appeals require the permission of the court.
Finally, the English treatment of costs continues to play a large role in English litigation. Indeed, the costs chapter is the longest of the 26 chapters in Zuckerman's book, occupying more than ten percent of the entire book. Ironically, the success of the CPR reforms in reducing the costs of litigation may have worsened the problems affecting cost litigation. 'Satellite litigation about costs is merely a symptom of a long-standing and intractable vice of our litigation system: disproportionately high litigation costs,' and 'much of this satellite litigation has been the result of recent reforms' (Zuckerman, p. 969) . 'Considerable problems and difficulties beset almost every aspect of the costs jurisdiction. It is therefore inevitable that the subject of costs will have to be overhauled yet again.' (id.) Although attorney fee litigation is a cottage industry in the U.S., its dimensions are nothing like what they are in England.
B. Germany
As England is the historical model for the American civil litigation system, Germany is for many American civil procedure students the model for an alternative to the American 'adversarial' approach. For many years, American scholars have focused on Germany as an example of civil law procedure. [FN23] Two decades ago, Professor Langbein asserted provocatively that the German method of fact-gathering by judicial officers was superior to the American one relying on the lawyers. [FN24] Many American civil procedure casebooks have *718 used Germany as the example of an alternative for beginning students to consider. [FN25] But the German system has changed, and the Murray & Sturner book offers 'a synthesis and evaluation of the entire German sys-
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Page 5 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 tem' (p. xx, Foreword by Arthur T. von Mehren). This is an important topic for Americans because the German system has had 'greater influence on civil justice than any other procedural system of the civil law world,' and serves as 'a prototype of modern continental-European civil justice' (p. xxiii).Yet almost all discussions of this system are in German, so that the appearance of this book affords those who cannot read German with a welcome opportunity to become truly familiar with contemporary German procedure. Finally, the book ends with a thoughtful chapter making comparisons to U.S. procedure (ch. 13).
An appropriate starting point is that legal institutions in Germany occupy a central position similar to that in the U.S.: 'In no other country other than perhaps the United States does the Law, with its various accoutrements of legislature, administration, judiciary, and bar occupy a more prominent place and exercise a greater role' (p. 4). But that central role was played out in a very different procedural system. For a time, a vigorous inquisitorial approach prevailed. Parties to litigation in Prussia in the 18th century were represented not by private counsel but by 'justice committees' appointed by the state, and the judge was a representative of a state with an ideology of enlightened despotism (pp. 28, 86). In the 19th century, however, German procedure moved away from a pure inquisitorial approach and procedural doctrine was imported from France (p. 29). The core of the 1877 Procedure Code remains in effect today (p. 31).
The current mode of German procedure is certainly different from contemporary American procedure. 'German civil procedure requires specific fact pleading and does not permit mere notice pleading ' (p. 198) . For those familiar with American fact pleading, it bears emphasis that the German version is much more exacting.
Complaints are also expected to conform to the general requirements for written pleadings and briefs (Schriftsatze). Included among these is the requirement of designation of the means of proof which would serve to prove the factual assertions in the pleading. Usually the plaintiff will comply with the recommendation by appending*719 to each significant factual assertion in the complaint a kind of citation to the kind and source of proof which the plaintiff expects will factually back up the assertion. Where the anticipated means of proof is a document and the document is in the possession of the pleader, the original or a copy of the relevant portions are to be physically attached to the complaint. Where the expected source of the proof is witness testimony, the citation should include the names and addresses of the witnesses expected to testify to the facts asserted (pp. 197-98) . [FN26] Based on this specific and solid foundation, the case proceeds into an information-exchange period the authors tell us is 'in many respects similar' to Anglo-American discovery, including an exchange of all documents on which the parties will rely (p. 239). The scope of relevance is, however, narrower, but there may be some further production of documents (pp. 241; 242). All this information exchange is carried out under the supervision of the judge rather than depending on party-initiated unilateral activity. Throughout this process, the German judge will also offer 'hints and feedback' about the case; even when the parties are represented by counsel the judges are to interact directly with them, without intermediation by a lawyer, during oral hearings (p. 163). But this activity is not 'an expression of inquisitorial responsibility for determining the truth' so much as an effort to assist the parties to resolve their dispute according to law (p. 167). Nonetheless, 'the competent professional judge is the core element of the German system of civil justice' (p. 583).
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The 'heart of a German civil lawsuit' is the oral plenary hearing (p. 249). The presentation of evidence is adversarial; the court does not act primarily to further the inquiry except to provide some hints for the parties. The judge does not try to relieve them of the problems that result if they are not alert to these hints. The hearing
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Page 6 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 will emphasize written more than oral evidence; oral evidence from the parties themselves is particularly suspect. And there has been no prior deposition of the witnesses, although the lawyers may have interacted informally and privately with them. The judge, who is professionally trained, has a responsibility to prepare a detailed decision. Appellate review may occur 'at almost any stage of the proceedings,' and can involve consideration of facts not brought before the lower court (p. 367). And preclusion is considerably narrower than would be true in all or most American jurisdictions (p. 357).
C. Japan
The Goodman book sets out a panorama of Japan's civil procedure from the perspective of an American.
[FN27] The book begins with an historical overview that is important to understanding the present reality: Until Japan was 'opened' by force by Perry in 1868, it had for centuries been sealed from the outside world and lacked what we would call a modern legal system, instead following a Chinese model with more emphasis on ethics and relationships than law and contract (p. 13). The Tokugawa shogunate limited litigation to disputes between people of the same social class, and exhibited a bias against it (p. 18). There were no lawyers, although there were magistrates responsible for resolving litigated matters.
Against this background, the first formal 'courts' in Japan were consular courts established by other powers to resolve disputes involving westerners. During the last third of the 19th century, the Meiji oligarchs transformed Japanese adjudication using a western model. Although at first there was consideration of a French model for civil procedure, eventually the German model was selected, and 'the Code of Civil Procedure was virtually a Japanese translation of the German Code' (p. 67). Thus, from the outset of the modern era civil procedure in Japan was an import, not organically developed in the country. The importation continued; when Germany changed its procedures in the mid 1920s, Japan followed suit (p. 68). After World War II, however, an American overlay was imposed on top of this Germanic structure, with greater emphasis on adversary procedures. In his book on discovery, Huang says that 'Japanese civil procedure is heavily influenced by both German and U.S. civil procedure, and is very receptive to two fundamentally different ways of thinking' (Huang, p. xxx).
*721
Like the German system, before 1945 the Japanese system stressed an inquisitorial approach:
Since the responsibility for clarifying issues was a responsibility of the judge and since the judge was also responsible for reaching a correct decision in the matter, the process was judge centered. Judges could on their own call witnesses and could question witnesses before the parties were permitted to examine. The parties did not have ultimate responsibility for either fact gathering and fact production or for legal contention presentation. As the judge was responsible for arriving at a 'correct' decision, these matters were part of the court's responsibility (Goodman, p. 68 ). This judge-centered cast resulted in large measure from the vast gulf in status between judges and lawyers. Judges were trained specially for their jobs, and lawyers were not eligible for appointment to the judiciary. Judges had high status, while lawyers had low status. Indeed, it has been said that Japanese 'lawyers in the old days were just as dependent on the judge's paternalistic guidance in the conduct of litigation as a lay litigant was. ' [FN28] After 1945, the Americans tried to inject adversarial techniques into the Japanese litigation scene, but '[t]he Occupation effort to change the balance of power in the courtroom between judges and lawyers was not successful' (p. 184). In particular, legal education in Japan remained as in the past; 'Japanese lawyers, while the brightest of the brightest, are not trained to be adversary system advocates . . . . Lack of courtroom skills combined 53 AMJCL 709
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The pleading approach 'emulates the German law practice'; the complaint must provide detailed factual allegations and identify the supporting evidence (pp. 271, 257-58). The court will review the complaint sua sponte and may dismiss it if it is found wanting (p. 273). Only after the court has determined that the complaint meets the requirements and sets a date for the first oral hearing will the summons and complaint be served on the defendant (p. 277). 'Before there is an adverse party to the litigation, the court begins: a) its role of examining into the legal and factual merits of the case--clarifying the case; b) its paternalistic role--advising the plaintiff of changes that may need to be made to the Complaint and c) its inquisition role by dismissing an inadequate Complaint even before any such request has been made' (p. 273).
The Japanese judge no longer has the authority to call witnesses sua sponte, but only if the parties request. As part of its 'clarification' endeavor, however, the court may point the parties toward the witnesses it believes important, and once a party requests a witness *722 the court may examine that witness (p. 506). By and large there is no discovery, although in 1996 a rudimentary interrogatory procedure was introduced (p. 283). But there is no sanction to enforce this procedure, which 'fatally flaws' it (p. 285). Since there is a possibility of getting a judge to order a party to produce documents, however, this 'discovery' process could be used to identify the existence of documents and witnesses. The fact that this has not happened seems to result from the novelty of the process: 'As a practical matter Japanese lawyers do not use inquiries to achieve the same objectives as American lawyers' (p.
286). [FN29]
The Japanese 'trial' 'in no way resembles the American trial' (p. 289). Instead, it consists of a series of meetings between the parties and the judge during which the issues are discussed and narrowed, and factual claims and evidence are also discussed. Japan in 1996 followed a German lead in trying to condense the 'trial' phase but there still is no concentrated trial in Japan (p. 290). Moreover, once the complaint is found satisfactory there seems to be no effort to narrow the issues involved in the case; '[i]n Japan the Code is quite specific in permitting the parties to amend the pleadings during the course of the Oral Argument stage of the case' (pp. 319-20). 'Japanese judges seeking to do substantive justice in a case are not likely to preclude a party from raising issues of fact or law when such issues might be significant in arriving at the correct . . . decision' (p. 294). Thus, a further change in 2003 sought to move toward an American scheduling order model to prompt faster processing of cases. Although there has been an effort since the 1920s to make the trial more concentrated, '[a]t each turn the system has systematically rejected the concentrated model and fallen back to the familiar original German law model of the activist judge taking the necessary time or the necessary number of sessions to lead the attorneys and/or parties to the evidence and witnesses' (p. 317). After the initial judgment is entered, the first level 'appeal' is in essence a continuation of the trial; new evidence and arguments may be presented for the first time on appeal (p. 429). Eventually preclusion applies only to the matters actually decided (p. 420).
II. Familiar Themes
For this American, the opportunity to survey the development of these other procedural systems points up a number of themes important to American procedure that comparative study might very constructively illuminate. These books will afford other American proceduralists the opportunity to pursue additional themes. The different roles of judges have supposedly been a central distinction between common law and civil law systems. But for a generation, American federal judges have increasingly interceded in litigation and supervised the preparation of cases for trial. Among academics, that activity has excited much interest. Initially, it was seen as the avatar as a new form of litigation, [FN30] but it was soon questioned as undermining the impartiality of judges inviting an undesirable sort of 'judicial activism.' [FN31] Whether or not this critique sought to 'preserve the laissez-faire character of the adversarial system,' [FN32] it surely was posited on an image of the traditional adversary system judge different from that of another 'inquisitorial' system.
Examining the role of judges in other systems provides a very informative contrast to the American debate, and largely reinforces the differences between the 'adversarial' and 'inquisitorial' systems while also showing that the trend elsewhere is toward some harmonization of judicial roles in various western systems. The range of attitudes is nonetheless still considerable.
For Americans, the German model is sometimes seen as the prototype of an 'inquisitorial' attitude. Although the Japanese version of the German system seemed once to fit that image, [FN33] the modern German system is not as aggressive as conceived by some Americans. Nonetheless, the German system is considerably more activist than the current American one. Thus, the German judge does not have an inquisitorial responsibility to determine the truth, and need not try to save the parties from the consequences of deficient litigation (Murray & Sturner, pp. 166-70). The parties control the issues presented for decision and select the evidence to be considered. The judge's role is enhanced compared to that of an American judge, however. The complaint 'is first directed to the Court, and secondly to the opposing party,' (id., p. 194) and the judge has 'responsibility to undertake a certain amount of positive activity during the proceedings in the interest of insuring a fair and just outcome' (id., p. 155). More strikingly, 'German judges are authorized and required to interact directly with the parties themselves, without intermediation by a lawyer, at all oral hearings,' and functioning solely as an umpire may fail to satisfy the judge's responsibilities (id., pp. 164, 176).
The Japanese judge appears to remain more vigorous yet. 'The paternalistic judge of prewar Japan--a major target of the Occupation reform--has become the paternalistic judge of modern Japan' (Goodman, p. 215). As a result, the judge may tell the lawyers what *724 they should be doing and micromanage the case, sometimes taking actions the lawyers regard as infringing on the attorney-client relationship. Somewhat curiously, however, the Japanese judge does not have the power to sanction disobedience, while an American judge has a wellstocked arsenal of sanctions should litigants or lawyers resist her orders.
Overall, then, both the German and Japanese systems appear to embrace qualitatively more control by the judge than the American one. The practice of 'hints' to the parties about their cases, perhaps an obligation of the German and Japanese judge, goes beyond scheduling regulation of litigation conduct and intrudes into the merits of the cases. 'Japan is a German law influenced legal system with roots that grow deep in soil fertilized with respect for officialdom and government bureaucracy' (id., p. 132). But active judicial involvement in the merits of cases is considerably more troubling than judicial scheduling of litigation events. [FN34] The introduction of active judicial management into the English system looks considerably less troubling than the reported practices of the German and Japanese ones. Nonetheless, reflecting their adversarial system background, Andrews and Zuckerman are wary. Andrews notes that English procedure has 'moved closer to the procedure of civil legal systems,' and begins by quoting an eminent English procedural scholar who opined that the English 'prefer that the conduct of their civil disputes should be under the control of the lawyers of their own choice rather than managed by judges, however eminent and independent, who are not answerable to them' 53 AMJCL 709 Page 9 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 (Andrews, pp. 34, 121). He finds that the CPR's decision to make judicial management a 'keystone' of the overall strategy to be 'a radical break with the past' (Andrews, pp. 37, 338). Zuckerman agrees that the CPR accomplished a 'radical departure' by transferring control from the parties to the court, which is transformed from being reactive to being proactive (Zuckerman, pp. 1, 34). Andrews adds that ' [t] here is a danger that procedural judges will exercise their powers in a capricious, inconsistent and unpredictable fashion' (Andrews, p. 343).
Nonetheless, the early English returns do not support the misgivings of the American critics even though the commentators are sensitive to the same concerns. Zuckerman concludes that 'case management has not fundamentally altered the adversarial nature of civil procedure,' and that setting time limits leave parties in control of the content of the litigation (Zuckerman, pp. 352, 354) . Andrews similarly acknowledges that he 'has come around to the view . . . that case-management appears to be working effectively and to be a salutary reform' (Andrews, p. 344).
*725 B. Handling Pro Se Litigants
Some say that an important measure of a society is the way in which it treats its most vulnerable, and by that standard one could say that U.S. procedure does not fare too well because it is designed for represented parties. Admittedly, several well-known precedents were set in cases involving unrepresented litigants. [FN35] In the 21st century, American litigants litigate without lawyers increasingly frequently, a trend that has even caught the attention of the general media. [FN36] Some may choose to represent themselves for personal or ideological reasons, but most do so because they cannot afford professional representation. In family court, unrepresented litigants are very frequent, but pro se litigation is hardly confined to that setting. The federal courts (which do not have family law cases) also face larger numbers of pro se litigants. For example, in the Ninth Circuit, nearly one-third of all civil filings in 2002 were pro se cases, and in one district in that circuit over 50 percent of civil filings are pro se. [FN37] Because the American system is not set up for pro se litigants, the American response has been patchy. One response is to provide lawyers for those who cannot find or afford them. The federal government made a considerable effort to do so with governmentally-supported legal services that were introduced in the 1960s and have been curtailed since the 1980s. Another response is to offer instruction in litigation for pro se litigants as one of the services provided by courts. Some states have made considerable efforts in this direction.
[FN38] Yet another is for local courts to encourage lawyers to take cases on a pro *726 bono basis, at least once judges have determined that representation seems warranted. Altogether, these efforts have not prevented the rise in frequency of pro se litigation.
As an alternative, American courts have started in some instances to try to adapt the American adversary system to the needs of pro se litigants. Taking the Ninth Circuit as illustrative of this trend, one finds cases saying that prisoner pro se litigants be notified of the requirements of a motion for summary judgment under Rule 56 when the other side made one, [FN39] and debates about whether this activity compromises the impartiality of the court:
[P]ro se litigants in the ordinary civil case should not be treated more favorably than parties with attorneys of record. Trial courts generally do not intervene to save litigants from their choice of counsel, even when the lawyer loses the case because he fails to file opposing papers. A litigant who chooses himself as legal representative should be treated no differently . . . . Imposing an obligation to give notice of Rule 56's evidentiary standards would also invite an undesirable,
open-ended participation by the court in the summary judgment process. It is not sensible for the court to tell laymen that they must file an 'affidavit' without at the same time explaining what an affidavit is; that, in turn, impels a rudimentary outline of the rules of evidence . . . . To give that advice would entail the district court's becoming a player in the adversary process rather than remaining its referee. [FN40] In the same vein, the Ninth Circuit has held that the district court has special duties to notify a pro se litigant of the significance of its decision to convert a motion to dismiss into a motion for summary judgment; [FN41] that it must provide a prisoner pro se litigant with notice of the deficiencies of a complaint upon dismissing with leave to amend so that the prisoner knows what must be done to cure the defects; [FN42] that a district court must provide tailored notice to a pro se litigant regarding consenting to proceeding before a magistrate *727 judge; [FN43] that a district court must given special notice to a pro se litigant of the manner of excusing failure to disclose a witness at the proper time; [FN44] and that a district court has a responsibility to consider a pro se plaintiff's competence before dismissing with prejudice. [FN45] It may be that the Ninth Circuit is unusually aggressive on this subject. [FN46] The Supreme Court has recently observed, while reversing a Ninth Circuit decision requiring the district court to take action to guard the interests of pro se litigants, that '[d]istrict judges have no obligation to act as counsel or paralegal to pro se litigants,' [FN47] but the Ninth Circuit is not unique. [FN48] Against this background, it is instructive to consider the way other systems handle pro se litigants. Japan's is the most strikingly different. Recall that, as Japan began to westernize itself, it had no lawyers (Goodman, p. 24). Litigation was discouraged before that time, but it was not forbidden, and of necessity it was conducted in a manner that accommodated pro se litigants. Since then, Japan has limited the number of lawyers admitted to practice, perhaps artificially, partly leading to the result that pro se litigation is still very common. Recent statistics show that in over half the civil cases filed in Japan at least one side is unrepresented (Goodman, p. 233). Coming to the problem from a very different background, Japan has a very different reaction to the one articulated by the U.S. Supreme Court:
If both sides are not represented, the judge would be at limbo unless he actively intervenes in the process in order to guide the lay parties by the clarifications and suggestions. Having realized the reality, the [Japanese] Supreme Court changed its view in the mid-1950s and held that a failure to *728 exercise the clarification power was reversible error. Ever since, the same position has been kept and even strengthened. Today, the clarification as a judge's duty is a firmly established part of Japanese procedure. [FN49] Indeed, the judge's intervention may also affect the behavior of lawyers. [FN50] This judicial commitment to assist the parties is one of the reasons why the U.S. effort after World War II to introduce more control of litigation by attorneys did not succeed--the frequency of pro se litigation prompted continued initiatives from judges (Goodman, p. 184). The prevalence of pro se litigants has also contributed to the failure of the new 'discovery' provisions added to the Japanese code in 1996 (id., p. 286).
In Germany, both similar and different 'solutions' have emerged. Germany reduces the frequency of pro se litigation by requiring representation by counsel in district court cases (Murray & Sturner, p. 7). The country also provides legal aid to all who need it to obtain counsel, however, leading to government expenses for such representation second only to those of England and well in excess of U.S. expenditures (id., pp. 117-123). But the appointed attorney is paid only the 'legal aid' rate for the representation unless the case is successful, in which case the other side is liable for statutory fees (id., p. 347). At the same time, 'the judge's obligation to pro-
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Page 11 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 mote clarification and give the parties hints and feedback is more stringent when the parties are unrepresented' (id., p. 175). [FN51] In addition, the rules of local courts are designed to facilitate self representation, and a nonattorney consultant is allowed to provide assistance for the pro se litigant (id., pp. 163-64). As a consequence, '[t]he rules of civil procedure as well as the active and engaged role of the German judges make it feasible for clients to appear pro se, which they do in about a third of local court cases' (id., p. 627).
In England, the rapidly rising cost of assured representation has curtailed legal aid; for most claims for money there is no such right *729 (Zuckerman, p. 98). Where this is potentially a right to publicly funded legal services, eligibility depends in part on the claimant's prospects for success in court (id., p. 950). Not surprisingly, the frequency of pro se litigants is increasing (Andrews, p. 224). But one of the fundamental provisions of the new CPR is 'ensuring that the parties are on an equal footing.' [FN52] For this reason, we are told, '[p]rocedure should be fully comprehensible to all anglophone literate adults of ordinary intelligence' (Andrews, p. 117). In addition, a 'McKenzie friend' is permitted to be present to take notes and offer advice to the pro se litigant. (Zuckerman, p. 100) And English courts do handle pro se litigants differently: 'the court is bound to give lay litigants greater leeway and will inevitably tend to apply different standards of compliance' (id., p. 398). But such efforts produce a recognized cost: 'when one considers the extra resources needed for dealing with unrepresented parties in complex cases, one begins to appreciate the reason behind the obligatory need for legal representation in many continental countries' (id.).
In sum, this slice of comparative perspectives shows that the challenges of pro se litigation are universal and the responses relatively similar. [FN53] In significant measure, it also sheds light on the prior discussion of the role of judges.
C. Alternative Dispute Resolution
During the last generation, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) has grown enormously in the U.S. It would be surprising if there were an American law school that did not have multiple course offerings on ADR subjects, and many businesses have been founded to provide private dispute resolution services. Congress has directed all U.S. district courts to provide such services. [FN54] At the same time, the great success of ADR has also prompted much criticism. Some of it is at a very basic level, opposing the entire idea of judicial promotion of settlement as contrary to the purpose for having courts. [FN55] Less aggressively,*730 judicial promotion of settlement is criticized as the most disconcerting aspect of American judicial management of litigation. [FN56] Another prime concern is that by 'privatizing' dispute resolution, the ADR movement may subject parties to unfair procedures or results, or keep secret matters that should be open to the public. [FN57] That domestic experience provides a backdrop for Americans to consider the way in which other countries handle similar issues. In England, it seems, there is limited judicial promotion of settlement. At the outset, there is a requirement of pre-litigation communication between the parties designed to result in a settlement, but that does not involve the judge in the negotiations. If litigation ensues, settlement promotion is one of the case management objectives the judge is to pursue. But neither Andrews nor Zuckerman appears to regard this as a major part of case management, particularly as compared to the role of costs. CPR 36, like Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 68, introduces a 'powerful system of settlement incentives' by enabling parties to make formal settlement offers that affect cost shifting if rejected (Zuckerman, p. 49). Much more significantly, however, the great importance of cost-shifting in England makes it a tool to encourage settlement even in the absence of such offers; parties who should have settled may be deprived of costs (id., pp. 831-32).
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Judicial efforts are more aggressive in Japan. 'The Japanese judge is an active player in the settlement process' (Goodman, p. 402 ). This approach is derived in part from a longstanding attitude of Japanese judges. Conciliation was 'the model used in Tokugawa Japan' and is 'a comforting reflection of the role of Japanese judges in feudal times' (id., pp. 69, 197). This traditional attitude was reinforced by Japan's adoption in the late 19th century of a German model for its civil procedure because the Germans regarded settlement as an important ingredient of procedure (id., pp. 196-97). Moreover, 'the drive to cause the parties to settle returns the Japanese judge back to a time before the introduction of American values in judicial system ' (id., p. 198). Indeed, it may reflect a more pervasive *731 governmental attitude: 'Conciliation is the government's preferred method of resolving disputes' (id., p. 398). And the judge has powerful levers to prompt settlement, including making known the likely decision, leaving the parties with little to negotiate about except the prospects for reversal on appeal (id., p. 198).
German judges, meanwhile, have long been under a statutory obligation to facilitate settlement (Murray & Sturner, p. 13). Since 2001, they have been required to hold settlement conferences (id., p. 259). Most German judges 'place a premium' on settlement, which has led to a perceived increase in the number of cases resolved by in-court settlements (id., p. 488), although approximately 30 percent of civil lawsuits end in contested judgments (id., p. 315). Judges can require parties to sit face-to-face and state their respective positions, which sometimes is sufficient to prompt a settlement (id., p. 489). The attorney fee varies depending on when a case is settled, which encourages attorneys to work toward settlement (id., pp. 351-52). Most remarkably from the American perspective, the German judicial role is so active as to have supplanted any out-of-court ADR practice; unlike the U.S., there is no market for private ADR services in Germany (id., pp. 246, 496).
As brief survey shows, American judges increasingly resemble Japanese and German judges in their attitudes toward settlement promotion, in a way different from judges in England.
III. Toward Harmonization?
Andrews ends his study of the new English procedural system with an exhortation:
The next generation of lawyers and citizens will take for granted the need for a jus comunale for transnational civil procedure, which is available in all corners of the world, from China to Peru and from Wellington to Winnipeg. No longer will it be necessary for an arbitration clause to have been prudently inserted into a transaction for parties to a dispute to take advantage of this shared procedural learning (Andrews, p. 1049). The other two books on which this essay focuses address harmonization of procedure among different countries instead of expounding the procedure of any one country. The UNIDROIT/ALI Principles undertake to achieve a harmonization of the common law and civil law procedural systems for commercial litigation, [FN58] adopting an overtly accommodating approach that seeks to find or create common ground upon which shared procedural arrangements can be *732 built. The Huang [FN59] book on discovery takes quite a different tack. Rather than seek a common ground as such, it presents a frontal attack on the absence of discovery in civil law jurisdictions, particularly when coupled with the high standard of proof demanded of plaintiffs in those countries. Whether Huang would be sympathetic to the accommodations proposed by the Principles is uncertain. But it is clear that the U.S. remains an exception to many of the most significant of the UNIDROIT/ALI compromises, and that even Huang's book does not embrace the more aggressive aspects of American discovery.
The Principles emerged from many years of discussion, initiated by the ALI, with UNIDROIT joining the ef-
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Page 13 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 fort some years on. The book contains two sections. First are 31 Principles that represent a distillation and harmonization of procedure from various jurisdictions. The concept is that these principles can serve as guides for interpretation (and perhaps for reform) throughout the world. The Principles thus operate at a rather general level. In addition, there is a package of 36 Transnational Rules of Civil Procedure, which could serve as rules for deciding cases when adopted by states. [FN60] The Principles and the Transnational Rules have received a considerable amount of attention and commentary during the drafting and discussion process. [FN61] There is Commentary to accompany both Principles and Rules, and it elaborates on some of the compromises reached. In essence, both prescribe fact pleading with a requirement to enumerate evidence, as in most civil law and many common law jurisdictions (Principle 11.3; Rules 12.1; 13.4). They also call for exchange of evidence that probably goes beyond that required in most civil law systems. Principle 16.2 thus calls for disclosure of 'relevant, nonprivileged, and reasonably identified evidence,' whether from parties or nonparties, while the comments caution against fishing expeditions (Comment P-16A), and Principle 17.1 calls for sanctions to enforce this disclosure obligation. Rules 20.1.2, 21, 22, and 23 call for initial disclosure of core information, followed by a right to demand production of more and even, if the court so orders, depositions. Parties must supplement their disclosures with after-acquired information. To control this activity, the court is to manage cases 'actively' from the outset (Principle 14.1; Rule 18.1). The mode of trial depends somewhat on the preferences of the jurisdiction; even a jury trial might be handled in accord with this compromise system (Comment R-9C). But it is clear that written materials may often be submitted as evidence. Even without reaching that stage, the court may render judgment akin to summary judgment, having regard for the opportunity*733 to obtain evidence (Rule 19.1.4). Appellate opportunities are left to local practice.
The above very brief summary overlooks many aspects of the project, but identifies the features that bear on most of those described in Part I with regard to England, Germany, and Japan. For Americans, the striking feature is that the U.S. is often singled out as the outlier not accommodated within the harmonized proposal. Regarding pleading [FN62] and discovery, [FN63] the harmonizers made it clear that they were rejecting the U.S. approach while (at least for discovery) opting for a common-law approach that differed considerably from the practice and most civil-law systems. Put differently, it seems that this very impressive collection of collaborators concluded that, so long as one disregards American exceptionalism, one can devise a combined set of procedures that hold promise of satisfying everyone else.
The Huang book adopts a very different orientation, for it seeks change not from the perspective of compromise but in pursuit of principle. [FN64] It is suffused with descriptions of American discovery as an example of how discovery can (and ought to) function. Indeed, one might be tempted to label Huang a discovery enthusiast. He downplays concerns about the cost of discovery (Huang, pp. 103-06), and seems to embrace the debatable idea that having discovery rules may prompt the parties to exchange needed information without formal discovery (id., p. 99). He has even argued that U.S. discovery should be expanded to permit pre-litigation discovery to reduce the filing of unnecessary suits, a notion the American courts have rejected (id., p. 125 n.62).
*734
Given his enthusiasm for discovery, it is not surprising that Huang has little patience with the traditional civil law approach:
To put it bluntly, it is bizarre that while the system tolerates fact-finding based on an information database that is far more insufficient than that of the common law system, it requires the facts to be established by a standard of proof that is far higher than the common law one (id., p. 38). Besides the paucity of evidence exchange, then, Huang is equally antagonistic toward the stringent civil law 53 AMJCL 709 Page 14 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 standard of proof, concluding that 'the common law preponderance-of-the-evidence standard is the optimal standard of proof ' (id., p. 59).
Although Huang's position may seem extreme, it is not and is very well argued. He thoroughly employs economic analysis of the issues presented (id., pp. 84-99). He effectively argues that the lower rate of settlement in civil law jurisdictions (despite the greater effort by judges to foster settlement) results in significant part from the absence of discovery (id., p. 81). He demonstrates that the civil law reliance on the discontinuous trial provides no justification for denying discovery, and that reliance on the judge to gather evidence is likely to be ineffective and, ultimately, expensive as well (id., pp. 66-81).
Huang also relies on the introduction of the modest discovery provisions in Japan in 1996 to prove that his idea would work in civil law systems. Unlike Goodman (who concluded that the 1996 innovation was a failure), Huang evidently reads Japanese, and he offers a much more detailed examination of the origin and operation of the Japanese discovery system (id., chs. III and IV). Yet like Goodman, he appears to acknowledge that the absence of sanctions for failure to produce information has neutered the reforms (id., pp. 192, 204). Although he recognizes that the absence of a sanction 'was not a product of sloppy legislation but was instead the lawmakers' intentional choice' (id., p. 210), Huang hopes that further legislation will finish the job and introduce the sanctions needed to make the new approach work (id., pp. 216-17). This hope may flow more from his enthusiasm for discovery than a realistic forecast of likely further Japanese changes.
Whether Huang is really far from the compromises embodied in the UNIDROIT/ALI Principles is unclear. He is careful to say that he is not arguing for either the U.S. or English model, but 'an abstract procedural arrangement by which one party is empowered to directly elicit facts or evidence from his opponent or from a third party' (id., p. 37). And he spends the last 40 percent of his book describing what he would include in such a code (id., chs. V, VI; VII). It may be that the disclosure and discovery provisions of the Principles and Transnational Rules--which may be the features of this compromise procedural system most disagreeable to those from the civil law tradition--would come reasonably close to what he prescribes for civil law discovery. Principle 21.2, moreover, says that the court should find in favor of the party with the burden of proof if it is 'reasonably *735 convinced,' which Comment P-21B says is 'essentially the same' as the preponderanceof-evidence standard, evidently satisfying his concerns on that score. And Huang raises no objection to the more demanding pleading requirements of the civil law countries, which are at least as demanding of a plaintiff as the pleading requirements of the Principles. Thus Huang's position might favor adoption of the Principles' compromise.
In sum, we may be left with American exceptionalism as the major obstacle to harmonization along the lines set out in the Principles. Already, as the survey of some recurrent problems in Part II above suggests, various jurisdictions (including the U.S.) may be moving toward similar procedures in response to internal stimuli. Perhaps the Principles can also prompt further change toward harmonization in the U.S. There surely are examples of external stimuli that have considerable weight. In the U.S., the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure apply only in federal courts but more than half the states have copied them, perhaps to ensure that the practice is the same in the state and federal courts in that state. In Europe, the European Convention on Human Rights has begun to exert an influence on procedural issues; Zuckerman devotes a chapter to its effects (Zuckerman, ch. 2). In an era of globalization, such internal and external stimuli might strengthen the impulse to bridge considerable gaps in practice.
The obstacle to harmonization most often cited is 'culture.' [FN65] Yet 'culture' describes a very broad ar-
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Page 15 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 ray of things; even if Hollywood is spreading American 'culture' throughout the world, that is probably not the sort of cultural factor that one considers in contemplating procedural harmonization. Similarly, the effort to export democratic 'culture' seems not to bear heavily on these issues; democracy appears to have taken hold in both the common law and the civil law world without immediate effects on civil procedure. And American 'individualism' seems a weak factor in procedure, particularly in light of the fact that the class action, hardly a bastion of individualism, is a prominent ingredient of contemporary American procedure.
If 'culture' ties in to history and the organic growth of a society, it seems a weak explanation for some procedural differences developments. For example, it is surprising that the English system should be so different from the American since it would seem to share major 'cultural' influences. Yet, while the U.S. continues to honor the jury trial as the sine qua non of its procedural theory, [FN66] the English have *736 long since lost interest in it. [FN67] Given the closeness of cultural ties between the U.S. and England, particularly in relation to the right to jury trial (our Seventh Amendment 'preserves' essentially what was provided in England), one must be cautious about how 'culture' of that sort controls procedure. Similarly, it is odd that Japan was able to import and impose German procedure. Perhaps the answer is that '[t]he civil law procedure system was 'comfortable' to the Meiji oligarchs because it had many attributes in common to the immature legal system being developed in Tokugawa Japan' (Goodman, p. 166) . Similarly, we are told that despite efforts to promote a concentrated trial in Japan, the Japanese system has 'fallen back on the familiar original German model' (id., p. 317). Perhaps culture is the explanation; in a society dominated by a bureaucratic state, civil law procedure may be congenial.
The relevant focus is much more particularly on political culture, the role of law, and specifically of litigation. One addressing American exceptionalism is tempted to start with the popularized view of Americans as uniquely litigation prone. But a generation ago careful researchers showed that the vast majority of disputes in the U.S. never reach litigation. [FN68] The opposite extreme might be Japan; Goodman's book points up the longstanding official opposition to litigation. But even in Japan there are reports that litigation is becoming more frequent. For example, a Japanese law school announces in its 2005 Prospectus that 'Japanese have come to rely on legal procedure to settle their disputes as much as the Americans.' [FN69] A New York Times article reported in late 2004 that 'Japanese discover the art of the lawsuit. ' [FN70] Meanwhile, Europeans are said to be flocking to U.S. courts because suits here are easier to file and more lucrative. [FN71] The distinctive American penchant for litigation, to the extent it ever really existed, may not be so distinctive any more. And other litigation features thought to reflect the peculiar American enthusiasm for litigation may find a following elsewhere. For example, there are reports*737 that the class action, which the Financial Times called the 'quintessential U.S. legal device,' may be emulated in several European countries. [FN72] Damaska's The Faces of Justice and State Authority linked procedural arrangements to the orientation of the state. He posited two basic orientations--the 'reactive state,' interested principally in resolution of conflict, and the 'activist state,' committed to policy implementation through its court system. From that dichotomy, Damaska constructed what might be called idealized procedural arrangements. The reactive state would be expected to emphasize litigant autonomy and give great latitude to first-instance judicial officials, with strong rules of preclusion to ensure that cases that were resolved stayed resolved, and limited review by higher courts. The policy implementing state would downplay the authority of first-instance courts, permitting parties to raise new matters later, and generally heighten the authority of judges to control the direction and disposition of cases.
Initially, this perspective does not seem helpful, for all of the nations mentioned in this essay would fit into the 'reactive state' mold. Indeed, with the fall of the Soviet Union, the list of 'activist states' may have declined considerably. Yet various features of the civil law system, particularly the greater involvement of its judges in 53 AMJCL 709 Page 16 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 preparation of the case, easy appellate review, weak preclusion rules, and receptivity to addition of issues and evidence late in the proceeding, even after appeal, seem to fit the idealized activist state procedure. Yet Huang finds in the actual civil law practice the antithesis of the activist state: 'The reduced accuracy of adjudication, coupled with the unfair treatment faced by the party with the burden of proof . . . threatens the system's ability to effectively enforce substantive rules and their underlying public policies' (Huang, p. 101).
Huang's concern focuses on what seems the truly important aspect of American litigation culture, the extent to which it can be said it gives effect to what Damaska might call 'activist state' objectives of policy implementation, but in a peculiarly American way. Professor Kagan has labelled this phenomenon 'adversarial legalism,' and explained that this American phenomenon results from the combination of two powerful aspects of the contemporary American polity:
American adversarial legalism, therefore, can be viewed as arising from a fundamental tension between two powerful elements: first, a political culture (or set of popular political attitudes) that expects and demands comprehensive governmental protection from serious harm, injustice, and environmental dangers--hence a powerful activist government--and second, a set of governmental structures that reflect mistrust*738 of concentrated power and hence that limit and fragment political and governmental authority. Adversarial legalism helps resolve the tension. In a 'weak,' structurally fragmented state, lawsuits and courts provide 'nonpolitical,' nonstatist mechanisms through which individuals can demand high standards of justice from government. Lawsuits and courts empower interest groups to prod the government to implement ambitious public policies. It is only a slight oversimplification to say that in the United States lawyers, legal rights, judges and lawsuits are the functional equivalent of a the large central bureaucracies that dominant governance in high tax, activist welfare states. [FN73] Although the UNIDROIT/ALI project seeks to accommodate the jury trial, its embrace of stricter pleading standards and less aggressive discovery provisions are flashpoints in view of this cultural aspect of American litigation, which distinguishes the U.S. from most or all of the rest of the world. Both the book on Germany and the book on Japan recognize that distinction. [FN74] Significant weakening of the linkage between pleading and discovery would erode private enforcement. Until and unless these concerns can be accommodated, it is unlikely that harmonization including the U.S. can be accomplished.
Nonetheless, it may be that over time American exceptionalism of this sort can be relaxed. Indeed, these private enforcement features of American procedure seem to be rather recent innovations. The term 'private attorney general' was first coined only in the 1940s, [FN75] and the relaxed pleading and broad discovery that would be the flashpoint of harmonization in the U.S. were also introduced around that time in the 1938 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. But they are deeply embedded. To take a recent and striking example, a bill proposed in the Illinois legislature proposed to deal with problems of sex trafficking by allowing prostitutes to sue their pimps. [FN76] For most of the world, that would probably be a very remarkable*739 concept, but in this country it was plausible enough to pursue in the legislature; dislodging the private attorney general might require a very substantial cultural shift in the country. [FN77] Similarly, it may be that the American devotion to relaxed pleading and broad discovery is overdone. The Private Securities Litigation Act of 1995, for example, significantly upgraded the pleading requirements for such suits and forbade discovery until after the plaintiff had survived a motion to dismiss. [FN78] This Act has affected but not destroyed securities litigation; although fewer cases survive motions to dismiss, the settlement 53 AMJCL 709
Page 17 53 Am. J. Comp. L. 709 value of those cases is much higher than before the legislation. [FN79] So it may be that there is some room for consideration of changes like those endorsed by the UNIDROIT/ALI project in light of this recent experience, particularly if it could be coupled with assurances of truly active attention by a supervising judge and suitable consideration of the potential fruits of discovery, as the project directs.
Despite Andrews' exhortation (quoted at the beginning of Part III), American exceptionalism is likely to remain an obstacle to a jus comunale for procedure along the UNIDROIT/ALI lines.
IV. Conclusion
A decade ago, Prof. Langbein gloomily concluded in the pages of this Journal that '[t]he study of comparative procedure in the United States has little following in academic, and virtually no audience in the courts or in legal policy circles.' [FN80] In the decade since then, little *740 has happened to change that assessment. But recurrent concerns in this country about failings of American litigation could kindle an interest. It is striking to think that 'the German legal profession is at a high point of public esteem ' (Murray & Sturner, p. 88). Certainly few, if any, would say the same of American lawyers. Whether civil procedure can make a difference of such moment is debatable, but for Americans, the German situation suggests that perhaps they should try to learn more about the procedure employed elsewhere.
These books provide a very good start, and any American proceduralist who reads them will be rewarded. At least in academia, more attention to the procedures of the rest of the world might begin to flourish in a way it has not heretofore. And in the U.S. it would seem that academic interest has more promise of making an impact than in other places. In England, we are told, procedure is 'barely on the curricular map except in a handful of universities ' (Andrews, p. 23). In continental Europe, procedure's profile is reportedly even lower. [FN81] In American law schools, civil procedure is universally a mandatory first-year subject, and has been for well over a century. [FN82] The problem in the U.S. is that comparative procedure is barely on the map. This may change. Whether an academic interest will translate to a move to modify our present system is impossible to know, but at least it would be a start down a road that could lead in that direction. At the same time, one who contemplates revision must give suitable deference to the American marriage of relaxed pleading and broad discovery to achieve private enforcement of rights. Some features of American exceptionalism are likely to persist no matter how much academics may clamor to join the rest of the world.
[FN12]. See, e.g., Beacon Theaters, Inc. v. Westover, 359 U.S. 500 (1959) (holding that the sequence of decision cannot be arranged so that 'equitable issues' are decided first if they might be preclusive with regard to a common law claim on which there is a right to a jury trial); Ross v. Bernhard, 396 U.S. 733 (1970) (holding that although a derivative action could only be asserted at equity there was a right to jury trial after the merger of law and equity accomplished by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure even though under 'older procedures, now discarded, a court of equity could properly try the legal claims of a corporation presented in a derivative action'). There has arguably been a growing acceptance of judicial latitude in deciding in a given case that a jury trial is not warranted under the procedure formerly known as directed verdict. See, e.g., Galloway v. United States, 319 U.S. 1077 (1943) (Court upholds directed verdict procedure introduced by the Federal Rules despite an objection that it is unconstitutional because there was no precise analogue before adoption of the Seventh Amendment guaranteeing a right to jury trial).
[FN13]. Lord Woolf's reforms were initially explored in Access to Justice: Interim Report (1995), a remarkable survey of English procedure. For an examination of the ideas in the interim report, see Reform of Civil Procedure (A. A. S. Zuckerman & R. Cranston, eds., 1995). There followed Access to Justice Final Report (1996).
[FN14]. For discussion of these issues, see Richard Marcus, Deja Vu All Over Again? An American Reaction to the Woolf Report, in Reform of Civil Procedure, supra note 13, at 219.
[FN15]. Zuckerman explains the role of this overlay of European rights as counteracting the prior tendency to permit litigants to delay litigation:
The court's responsibility to respect litigants' rights to adjudication within a reasonable time has a farreaching consequence with regard to the court's power to excuse litigant-induced delay.. to ensure that the failure of a litigant to perform his process obligations does not hold up the process and does not thwart the opponent's right to a resolution within a reasonable time. Therefore, it may be argued that where a court is asked by a defaulting litigant to allow late compliance with a process requirement, it should not grant an extension if this would infringe the non-defaulting party's right to adjudication within a reasonable time (Zuckerman, p. 14).
[FN16]. CPR 1.1(2), in particular, says that 'dealing with a case justly requires, so far as practicable':
(a) ensuring that the parties are on an equal footing; (b) saving expense; (c) dealing with the case in ways which are proportionate: (i) to the amount of money involved; (ii) to the importance of the case; (iii) to the complexity of the issues; and (iv) to the financial position of each party; (d) ensuring that it is dealt with expeditiously and fairly; and (e) allotting to it an appropriate share of the court's resources, while taking into account the need to allot resources to other cases.
[FN17]. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(2) (directing the court to limit discovery because it is 'unreasonably cumulative or duplicative' or the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit).
[FN18]. See Exec. Order No. 12,778, 57 C.F.R. 3640 (1991). § 1(a) of that Order directed all litigation counsel representing federal agencies as follows:
(a) Pre-filing Notice of a Complaint. No litigation counsel shall file a complaint initiating civil litigation without first making a reasonable effort to notify all disputants about the nature of the dispute and to attempt to achieve a settlement, or confirming that the referring agency that previously handled the dispute has made a reasonable effort to notify the disputants and to achieve a settlement or has used its conciliation processes.
Executive In one recent medical malpractice case, I ordered, with the agreement of the parties, that all testimony can be taken on videotape. I then directed the parties ... to file proposed findings and fact and conclusions of law, and to direct me, in their submissions, to the most crucial portions of the testimony taken. After the videotapes and requisite documents are submitted, I will view the videotapes and then hear oral argument from the parties. In this way, the parties can have a resolution of their case much sooner than if they were forced to await a date on my overcrowded trial calendar.
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Id. at 535.
[FN21]. Without using videotapes, in Stine v. Marathon Oil Co., 976 F.2d 254 (5th Cir. 1992), a judge directed that excerpts of depositions be provided to jurors rather than being read to them in open court, so that they could read it on their own time. The appellate court held that this 'evidence to go' or 'take-out evidence' technique was improper because there was a risk the jurors would not do their homework; it was enough to ask them to pay attention during their days in court and too much to expect them to do additional work overnight.
[ Live trials convey texture and intensity in a way that written materials probably cannot. As reading a play is a far different experience from seeing the play performed, so is reading a trial transcript qualitatively different from actually observing the trial. The written version would seem bloodless by contrast to a live version. Even a videotaped presentation of evidence would often lack significant emotive elements that live presentation offers; movies and television are not the same as legitimate theater. Here demeanor evidence--the array of sensory impressions about a person that are available to the decider who observes the live in-court trial--could make a difference in a way that matters.
Id. at 762-63.
negligently drove a motor vehicle against plaintiff who was then crossing said highway. 3. As a result plaintiff was thrown down and had his leg broken and was otherwise injured, was prevented from transacting his business, suffered great pain of body and mind, and incurred expenses for medical attention and hospitalization in the sum of one thousand dollars.
The [FN27]. It appears that the author draws only from sources in English, but he has extensive experience teaching at Hiroshima University as a professor of Anglo-American law. He is also the author of The Rule of Law in Japan: A Comparative Analysis (2001). Huang evidently draws on Japanese language sources for his study of discovery reforms in Japan. See Huang, chs. III and IV.
[FN28]. Yasuhei Taniguchi, Japan's Recent Civil Procedure Reform: Its Seeming Success and Left Problems, in The Reforms of Civil Procedure in Comparative Perspective, supra note 4, at 91, 112.
[FN29]. As noted in Part III below, Huang makes much of the 1996 Japanese innovations in his book urging the introduction of discovery into civil law systems, but he recognizes that the absence of effective sanctions hobbles this innovation. 
